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We trust in
comfortable
ideas
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EPÒQUE JOB’S



JOB’S srl was born in 2001, with
the focus to be smart, flexible
and to go straight to the point,
which is for us the design united
to comfort. After 20 years, it is
still like this: we are not only at
the research of details, but are
working daily to achieve the
results through slender
concepts, precise and concrete
attitudes as the company
approach to work and to clients.

JOB’S is strongly connected
to its territory, and represents
the quality and ability of Made
In Italy. We all feel that it is
Very important to have a great
focus, as much as this vision is
supported by the awareness
Of our origins. The historic
know-how of our area
is guarantee of quality and
experience, and our production
chain, in the area of Udine,
allows a daily control,
compulsory for unique projects
and immediate answers.

The Company

4 554

The Company JOB’S



For Omar it has been always
a need, since he was a young
boy, to dismantle objects and
explore the inner and hidden
side. The natural consequence
of this attitude is his handcraft
approach in creating and Also
modeling the prototypes.
Technology is compulsory but
It must be supported by a real
comprehension of materials.

Omar De Biaggio

6 776

The designer JOB’S
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Angles, curves,
geometries that
adapt naturally
even to squared or
very defined
solutions.
The back appears
suspended, thanks
to an internal
fixing system. A
complete
collection to hug
the guest in a
warm embrace,
and which plays
on colors.
Steel dresses to
contrast the color
of the fabric, or to
accompany it in
nuances. The only
constraint in
creating the
product is your
own imagination!
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JOB’S



The perfection of the circle becomes
a neutral element and finds a perfect
balance in every location.
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GIOTTO JOB’S
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GIOTTO JOB’S

A harmonious design, whichever way
one looks at.
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GIOTTO Armchair JOB’S

The enveloping shape of the
Armrest is the natural support
for a comfort seating.



Hidden connections, to highlight
the attention given to tube crossing
between the backrest and the legs.

18 1919

GIOTTO JOB’S
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GIOTTO Stool JOB’S

Intersection, not
a simple soldering,
between the
footrest and the
legs of the stool,
as guarantee of
endurance.

The central seat
is enriched by a
greater padding:
a small secret to
add support and
comfort.
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GIOTTO Stool JOB’S

The comfort of the chair replicated
on the height: the distance between
the backrest and the seat remains
unchanged in the stool version,
and this allows a comfortable seat.
Available as counter stool and barstool.



Mix and match - our colors

GIOTTO

Black, mat ChromeRAL on request

Description

The GIOTTO Collection is manufactured in steel tube Ø 20mm,
with upholstered plywood for both seat and back.

Versions

GIOTTO CHAIR
GIOTTO ARMCHAIR
GIOTTO BARSTOOL

Certifications

Foam meets Technical Bulletin California 117 test. Other foams
on request.

Dimensions in cm

CHAIR

74

55

47

55

Weight 18 kg
Pcs/carton 2
Volume 0,40 cbm

Packaging

Fully upholstered 0,82 cm x 140 cm

Upholstery

ARMCHAIR

74

57

47

55

Weight 10 kg
Pcs/carton 1
Volume 0,33 cbm

Packaging

Fully upholstered 0,82 cm x 140 cm

Upholstery

BARSTOOL

10

54

74

4

Weight 12 kg
Pcs/carton 1
Volume 0,30 cbm

Packaging

Fully upholstered 0,82 cm x 140 cm

Upholstery
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GIOTTO JOB’S



Like a line that
never ends, the
contours of the
Epòque are fluid,
soft, enveloping.
The backrest and
the armrest merge
together, in a
gentle and
delicate support,
but with full
shapes that give
completeness to
the ergonomic
seat.
Protagonist, both
as an o!ce chair
and an armchair in
a restaurant,
thanks to the three
choices for the
base.
A warm embrace,
which envelops
the guest in
voluptuous
silhouette with a
retro taste.
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JOB’S



A continuous, sinuous, soft line that
surrounds and envelops the body.
he ergonomic seat support adheres
perfectly, giving a feeling of relaxation.

28 292928

EPÒQUE W JOB’S



The undisputed protagonist of this
version is the Vintage leg: the tapered
shape with the characteristic bubble
is sculpted from a single wood piece.

30 313130

EPÒQUE W JOB’S



Pyramid style base, chrome or mat
black stained, swivel, with tilt system.

32 3333

EPÒQUE P JOB’S



EPÒQUE P
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JOB’S



O!ce five star base, chrome,
swivel with gas and tilt system.

36 373736

EPÒQUE O!ce JOB’S
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EPÒQUE JOB’S

Mix and match - our colors

EPÒQUE W

EPÒQUE P

EPÒQUE OFFICE

ASH

Black, mat

Chrome

american
WALNUT

RAL on request

Description

A full injection foamed seat that isa paired with many bases.
The shell has an ergonomic shape, wide, with great lumbar
support that make it suitable also for o!ces and conference
rooms. The integrated armrest complete the surrounding
sensation.

Versions

EPÒQUE W: 4 wooden legs (ASH or WALNUT)
EPÒQUE P: Pyramid base with or without titl system
EPÒQUE O!ce: 5 castor o!ce base with gas system
(height adjustment)

Certifications

Foam meets Technical Bulletin California 117 test. Other foams
on request.

Dimensions in cm

CHAIR WOOD

79

60,5

47

57

Weight 10 — 15 kg
Pcs/carton 1
Volume 0,30 cbm

Packaging

Fully upholstered 0,65 cm x 140 cm

Upholstery

CHAIR PYRAMID

79

60,5

47

57

Weight 9 kg
Pcs/carton 1
Volume 0,33 cbm

Packaging

Fully upholstered 0,65 cm x 140 cm

Upholstery

CHAIR OFFICE

79

66

47

57

Weight 9,7 kg
Pcs/carton 1

Packaging

Fully upholstered 0,60 cm x 140 cm

Upholstery



She was almost
clouded by a
crowded colored
booth in a second
hand market,
discovered only by
chance.
She was spreading
hidden talents, even
if her overall look
seemed to be like
an experiment.
As it was, she was
predestined to
dust, abandoned to
herself, among old
books, radios and a
couple of middle
‘60s rounded
orange lamps.
He recognized her
soul and her need
to be rescued, and
he decided that she
deserved a better
life and, furthermore,
a restyling.
Her leading role was
indisputable, of
course.
After months of
work and few firm
denials of
amendments, we
are proud to show
her real nature.
Yes, you will not
find another one
like her.

41
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The seat is wide and deep; the reclining
backrest adapts to the person’s
measurements, accompanying
him in his movements and always
giving the ideal position.

The line of the armrest descends
harmoniously and gently supports
the hands with a wide, smooth
and soft base.

42 434342

FLOYD JOB’S



Everything is linked by the use
of the conical frame: a tribute to the
mid-century style that makes Floyd
the star of the room.

4544

FLOYD JOB’S
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FLOYD JOB’S

Dressed in leather, to emphasize
its classic style.



The back of the backrest
can be in wood, like the armrests,
or fully upholstered.

48 494948

FLOYD JOB’S



Description

The FLOYD collection is manufactured in conicalsteel, max
23mm varnished in acrylic powder coating, plywood
upholstered seat an back. The rear of the back can be fully
upholstered or in walnut veneer. The detail for a bettere
comfort is the recicling back, that tilts backward to adapt
itself to the posture.

Versions

Fully upholstered

Seat/back upholstered with rear of backrest in walnut
or ash veneer

Certifications

Foam meets Technical Bulletin California 117 test. Other foams
on request.

Mix and match - our colors

Black, mat RAL on request

Dimensions in cm

ARMCHAIR

Weight 10 kg
Pcs/carton 1
Volume 0,30 cbm

Packaging

Fully upholstered 90 cm x 140 cm

Upholstery76,5

62,

46,

55

51

FLOYD JOB’S



Steel and wood
come together
in one piece.
Firm and sturdy
inside and outside.
It’s a zen soul
perfectly balanced.
Whole, strong,
flawless.
Over and over.

JOB’S

53
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BONZO JOB’S
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BONZO JOB’S

The base is created by
an intersection of harmonious
and fluid lines, which blend
Together at the point of the footrest.

This reflects the diameter
of the seat, which is made
of solid wood and then shaped.
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BONZO JOB’S

The stool is sturdy and resolute
and can be customized with all RAL
colors for both the frame and the seat.



Description

The BONZO Collection is manufactured in steel Ø 20mm with
acrylic powder coating, standard mat black , (RAL colors on
request) with solid wooden seat. In the intersection between
the legs and the footrest the steel is not only soldered, but it
has been created a hallow that grant a stronger frame.

Versions

Wooden seat WALNUT or ASH
Upholstered seat (coming soon)

Certifications

Foam meets Technical Bulletin California 117 test. Other foams
on request.

Mix and match - our colors

Black, mat

ASH

RAL 4004

RAL on request

WALNUT

RAL 3014 RAL 6012 RAL 5024 RAL 5024

METAL FRAME

SOLID WOOD

ANILINE on ASH

Dimensions in cm

ARMCHAIR

Weight 10 kg
Pcs/carton 1
Volume 0,15 cbm

Packaging79

40

40

BONZO JOB’S
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An entire
collection that
never stops
growing: built
on the 3D shape
of the shell, the
Bacco Collection
is our best
representation
of an elegant style
combined with
a unique comfort,
which remains
timeless in any
version you
choose.

JOB’S

63
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BACCO chair JOB’S
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BACCO chair JOB’S

There is no project in which the bacco
collection cannot fit perfectly:
a protagonist collection, discreetly.



68 696968

BACCO armchair JOB’S
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BACCO Stool JOB’S
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BACCO Wood JOB’S

The chair undresses to show its
soul and the details of its lines and
threedimensional shapes, secret of the
ergonomics of the Bacco Collection.



Tubolar legs and a lighter aesthetic.

74 757574

BACCO metal JOB’S
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BACCO O!ce JOB’S

Wider than the Bacco chair, with a lower
back and developed on the 3D form that
characterizes the entire Bacco collection,
the o!ce version is what transforms
a simple shell into a seating that o"ers
style and comfort both in a conference
room and in a home.
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BACCO O!ce JOB’S

Its ergonomics are
complemented by
the armrests, which
can be chromed
like the base, or in
hard black smooth
nylon, matching
a black base.

The gas and tilt
mechanisms
underneath the
seat allow both the
modification of the
height and the shell
oscillation, just like
a professional o!ce
chair.



Description

The BACCO Collection is manufactured in sold wood legs,
(oak, ash walnut) with a plywood 3D shell, fully upholstered.
In the choice of fabrics, it is also possible to use di"erent
fabrics/leathers for a bi-color e"ect.

Versions

BACCO CHAIR
BACCO CHAIR WITH ARMREST
BACCO COUNTER STOOL
BACCO BARSTOOL
BACCO CHAIR Wood
BACCO CHAIR METAL
BACCO OFFICE

Mix and match - our colors

WOODEN FRAME

CHAIR

OAK

3D veneer
WALNUT

Black, mat RAL on request Chrome

ASH american
WALNUT

Certifications

Foam meets Technical Bulletin California 117 test. Other foams
on request.

Dimensions in cm 81

CHAIR / CHAIR

81

53

47

52

Weight 18 kg / 16 kg
Pcs/carton 2
Volume 0,36 cbm

Packaging

Fully upholstered 0,65 cm x 140 cm

Upholstery

CHAIR WITH ARMREST

81

57

47

50

Weight 9 kg
Pcs/carton 1
Volume 0,33 cbm

Packaging

Fully upholstered 0,65 cm x 140 cm

Upholstery

COUNTER STOOL

88

49

66

50

Weight 9,7 kg
Pcs/carton 1

Packaging

Fully upholstered 0,60 cm x 140 cm

Upholstery

52

50

BARSTOOL

99

77 Weight 10 kg
Pcs/carton 1

Packaging

Fully upholstered 0,60 cm x 140 cm

Upholstery

OFFICE

72

68

46

66

56

Weight 10 kg
Pcs/carton 1

Packaging

Fully upholstered 0,85 cm x 140 cm

Upholstery

81

BACCO JOB’S

CHAIR METAL

79

50

46

52

Weight 14 kg / 16 kg
Pcs/carton 2
Volume 0,36 cbm

Packaging

Fully upholstered 0,65 cm x 140 cm

Upholstery



This collection
reflects, with
reduced
proportions, the
shapes of the
Bacco. The idea
is to o"er an
aesthetically
lighter alternative,
thanks to the steel
frame, painted in
the classic matt
black color.

83

JOB’S



An aesthetic and structural lightness:
the choice of metal and diameters
make the collection even more discreet,
accompanying the surrounding
furnishings with a clean
and pleasant final result.

84 858584

BACCO JOB’S



The thin frame stands out,
lengthens the line, remaining stable
and therefore suitable for both
domestic and contract use.

86 8787

BACCO JOB’S
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BACCO SLIM Stool JOB’S



The seating is the standard 3D shell
of Bacco and meets the tubolar frame.
The final e"ect is a light and informal
stool, available on two heights,
counter and bar.

90 919190

BACCO SLIM Stool JOB’S
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BACCO JOB’S

Mix and match - our colors

METAL FRAME

WOODEN FRAME

Black, mat

OAK

RAL on request

Description

The BACCO SLIM Collection is manufactured with metal tube
Ø 16 mm frame (only the chair can be also in solid wood legs,
oak or beech), the shell is made by injection foam and is fully
upholstered. The name SLIM is related to the reduced overall
dimension in relation to BACCO Collection.

Versions

BACCO SLIM METAL CHAIR
BACCO SLIM WOOD CHAIR
BACCO SLIM METAL COUNTER STOOL
BACCO SLIM METAL BAR STOOL

Certifications

Foam meets Technical Bulletin California 117 test. Other foams
on request.

Dimensions in cm

CHAIR / CHAIR

79

50

46

52

Weight 14 kg / 16 kg
Pcs/carton 2
Volume 0,36 cbm

Packaging

Fully upholstered 0,65 cm x 140 cm

Upholstery

CHAIR WITH ARMREST

97

51,5

75

56

Weight 9,7 kg
Pcs/carton 1
Volume 0,27 cbm

Packaging

Fully upholstered 0,60 cm x 140 cm

Upholstery



A complete
collection as
a beautiful game
for the most
creative interior
designers, who
want to
accompany the
retro lines by
playing with
colors. It
summarizes what
JOB’S guarantees
its customers
every day:
freedom of
movement
between materials
and shades,
promoting
creativity and
transforming
it into the final
decision.

95

JOB’S
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NOD JOB’S



A chair that winks at the 60s,
looking at contemporary locations.
The overall dimensions are perfect
both for use at home and for projects
where a small space is required,
but without detracting from aesthetics
and functionality.

98 9999

NOD JOB’S
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NOD JOB’S
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NOD Armchair JOB’S

A light chair, with which to play
with the combination of colors,
choosing between the RAL Classic
colors for the frame and the various
options for the fabrics.
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NOD Armchair JOB’S

The armrest, made
in solid wood, with a
soft silhouette, gives
importance to the
chair, remodeling it
in an armchair and
making it protagonist
and highlighting its
ageless nature.

The armrest
usually matches
the fabric selected
for the upholstery,
but it can be
chosen also
in a wooden finish.
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NOD Lounge JOB’S

NOD Lounge Chair is the Completion
of the NOD Collection. Large,
almost exaggerated measurements
for seat and back, which are available
fully upholstered.
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NOD Stool JOB’S

The NOD stool o"ers the same comfort
as the chair. Seat and back di"ers only
for the lower position of the backrest.
Available with counter and bar height,
the NOD stool has been and is chosen
in timeless projects, reminding a style
that recalls the cradle of design and its
unmistakable iconic lines.
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NOD JOB’S

Description

The NOD Collection is manufactured in high resistance round
steel tube Ø 16mm with acrylic powder coating, standard mat
black, (RAL colors on request) with seat and back in plywood
walnut veneer, or upholstered. The rear of the back can be fully
upholstered or in walnut veneer.

Versions

NOD CHAIR
NOD CHAIR WITH ARMREST
NOD LOUNGE CHAIR WITH ARMREST
NOD BARSTOOL

Mix and match - our colors

METAL FRAME

REAR of BACKREST

Black, mat

american
WALNUT

RAL on request

Certifications

Foam meets Technical Bulletin California 117 test. Other foams
on request.

Dimensions in cm

111

CHAIR

79

47,5

46

54

Weight 14 kg
Pcs/carton 2
Volume 0,34 cbm

Packaging

Fully upholstered 0,60 cm x 140 cm

Upholstery

CHAIR WITH ARMREST

79

68

46

54

Weight 16 kg
Pcs/carton 2
Volume 0,34 cbm

Packaging

Fully upholstered 0,60 cm x 140 cm

Upholstery

LOUNGE CHAIR WITH ARMREST

40

75

52

68

70

54

Weight 9 kg
Pcs/carton 1

Packaging

Fully upholstered 0,90 cm x 140 cm

Upholstery

BARSTOOL

99

77 Weight 9 kg
Pcs/carton 1

Packaging

Fully upholstered 0,60 cm x 140 cm

Upholstery



Greedy of renown,
after a long
success dressed
in laminate, she
sweetens the
shapes and
changes her
clothes to dress
up to the nines
with a softer look,
claiming for some
warm fabrics and
a cosy seat.
The slimming
conical leg makes
her more elegant
than ever.
An irresistible
temptation.

113113113

JOB’S



It arises from the antithesis
of dimensions: a shell with a minimal
backrest with reduced size meets
a very wide and rounded seat.

114 115115

P-NUT JOB’S
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P-NUT JOB’S

The slimming conical leg makes
her more elegant than ever.
An irresistible temptation.
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P-NUT JOB’S



Description

The P-NUT Collection is manufactured with conical metal tube
Ø 16 mm frame , the shell is made in upholstered plywood.

Versions

P-NUT CHAIR

Certifications

Foam meets Technical Bulletin California 117 test. Other foams
on request.

Mix and match - our colors

Black, mat RAL on request

Dimensions in cm

ARMCHAIR

Weight 14 kg
Pcs/carton 2
Volume 0,34 cbm

Packaging

Fully upholstered 0,65 cm x 140 cm

Upholstery81

50

46

52
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P-NUT JOB’S



Colors
& Fabrics
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JOB’S



S503

FABRICS

TE8060

GR802

S601

TE8267

GR707

S605

TE8396

GR604

S703

TE8431

GR402

S903

TE8435

GR310

V302

VELVETS

V301 V500 V702 V606

AC301AC500 AC703 AC701 AC806

TE8532

GR705

TE8577

GR713

V801 V807 V700 V400 V602

12 125125124

Colors & Fabrics JOB’S



PW101

1147

A6520

WOOL

LEATHERS

C04

PW600

CENERE

A6530

C08

PW200

1042

A6560

C11

PW300

1050

A6580

C14

PW702

1000

A6620

C19

1065

0201

1010

0306

1080

0402

1082

0800

1040

12 127127126

Colors & Fabrics JOB’S



IN505

MG702

ECO LEATHERS

T302

IN150

MG810

T607

GR604

MG803

T700

IN701

MG804

T701

IN700

MG601

T810

MG602

IN550

MG902

IN703

MG606 MG304 MG407

12 129129128

Colors & Fabrics JOB’S
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